G6PD deficiency assessment in Freetown, Sierra Leone, reveals further insight into the molecular heterogeneity of G6PD A-.
Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency in Africa is of high prevalence, although precise data are lacking in many individual nations. We investigated 129 unrelated subjects (71 male subjects, 58 female subjects) visiting a teaching hospital in Freetown, Sierra Leone, to collect baseline data on the distribution of G6PD deficiency among respective ethnic groups in the country. We confirmed eight G6PD-deficient male subjects by two formazan-based blood tests (11.3% of the male subjects examined), and also detected the common 376A > G mutation in 11 male subjects and eight female subjects by sequencing exons 3-5 of the G6PD gene. Selected samples were further sequenced for exons 2-13 and introns 5, 7, 8, and 11. Among the deficient male subjects, six were G6PD A- carrying the double mutations (202G > A and 376A > G), all of whom were in the Temne and Mende ethnic groups. Others included A- Betica, and a novel variant having double mutations in exon 5 (311G > A and 376A > G forming 104 Arg > His and 126 Asn > Asp, respectively), which we designate as G6PD Sierra Leone. Subsequent haplotype analysis linked this novel variant to the G6PD A- "family".